
What should I already know? 

 Opposite poles attract and like poles repel  

 Some metals are magnetic  

 Magnets have a North and South pole  

 A force is push, pull or twist   
What will I know by the end of the unit? 

Gravity   Objects fall towards the Earth because gravity is the 

force acting upon them 

 Gravity is a force like magnetism’ 

 Gravity is measured in Newton (N)  

 The weight of an object is the force of gravity pull-

ing it down to Earth  

 An object with a greater density will have a greater 

force or pull  

 The more mass of an object = more gravity and the 

less mass of an object- the less gravity  
Identify 

the 

effects of 

air re-

sistance 

on an 

object  

 Air resistance affects the speed at which an 

object falls  

 Forces work in opposite directions  

 The opposite force to air resistance is gravity 

 a bigger effect on a larger surface area and 

know the less surface area there is- the less air 

resistance   

 observe and explain velocity is the speed at 

which something moves and know air currents 

are called thermals  

 the more streamlined an object- the less air 

resistance  
identify 

the 

effects of 

friction 

on mov-

ing ob-

jects  

 friction is a force and friction reduces the speed 

of an object or may stop objects from moving  

 frictional forces act in opposite of motion or 

thrust  

 friction can produce heat, it wears things away 

and can make a noise through observations 

 if both objects are rough- there is a greater 

force of friction  

Mecha-

nisms  

 some mechanisms allow a small force to have a 

greater effect such as a lever  

 a simple machine changes the direction of a 

force  and the size of a force through observa-

tions of a mechanism  

 Levers have a load: the weight (force) that has 

been moved  

 Levers are the effort: the force being used to 

move the load 

 Levers have a Fulcrum: the point at which the 

Vocabulary 

Forces  
A push, pull or twist that can cause an ob-

ject to change its shape or how it moves  

Magnetic 

Poles  
 North and South ends of a magnet  

Opposite 

poles  

Opposites attract. They pull towards each 

other.  

Like poles  
Like poles repel They push away from each 

other. 

Ring magnets  
North pole is found at the top of the ring, 

South pole at the bottom.  

Magnetism  
Ability of certain metals, called magnets, to 

attract or repel other magnets  

Magnetic 

field  

The area around a magnet where magnetic 

force can be felt  

Magnetic 

Metals  

Only iron, steel, nickel and cobalt are mag-

netic.  

Bar magnet  
A magnet shaped like a bar with North and 

South poles at either end  

Permanent 

magnet  

A metal which always attracts magnetic met-

als  

Earth’s mag-

netic field  

The Earth behaves as if it has a bar magnet 

placed straight through it from the North to 

the South pole  

Magnetic 

force  

A non-contact force between a magnet and 

a magnetic metal  

Investigate! 

 Investigate different objects falling at the same height  

 Investigate how objects fall which have the same mass 

 Research Sir Isaac Newton  

 Investigate air resistance by making parachutes  

 Investigate making the best glider using different materials 

and paper  

 Investigate the best streamline aeroplane  

 Investigate different surfaces for ramps and at different 

heights  

Diagrams 
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Opposite poles attract 

Same poles repel  


